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For the outdoor environments, there are two main
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) used for
positioning and navigation, they are the Global Positioning
System (GPS) lunched by the united States of America and
the Global Náya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema
(GLONASS) lunched by the Russia (there is also
GALILEO system sponsored by the European union, but
this system is still under development)[2], these systems
are satellite based and therefore suffer from performance
degradation in Indoor environments ( also in urban cities
and near large buildings) due to the absence of the Line of
Sight (LOS) between satellite and the device on ground,
which causes multipath and weak signal reception issues.
The factors that affect the propagation of RF signals in
indoor environments are quite diverse, but In general, there
are three main factors that influence the location accuracy
in the indoor environment which are relative humidity,
people blocking, and opening or closing of doors [4]
There are basically two types of deployments that
govern the design of any position detection system, clientbased and infrastructure-based. In a client-based
deployment, a tag (the device that needs to be located)
receives the radio signal from multiple beacons (devices
with known locations) to calculate the location by itself,
while in an infrastructure based deployment, a group of
beacons collect the signal measurements from an tags and
send them to a central server for position estimation[5].
The design of any indoor positioning system must follow
one of these approaches:
1- The first approach deals with enhancing the
conventional positioning systems to overcome the
challenges posed by indoor environments and estimate
the location with a reasonable accuracy.
2- The second approach requires building an entirely new
system specifically for detecting the location, these
systems are often very reliable and can be accurate up to
15 cm. However, adding a new system with one single
purpose to any environment may not be a
straightforward process due to many constrains, such as
the cost which is the decisive factor.
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analysis algorithm is not without any disadvantages, this
algorithm suffer from large databases and high
dimensionality which causes high computational complexity,
to reduce the impact of this disadvantage K-means cluster
analysis is used, where 70% of the size of the recorded
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I. INTRODUCTION
The world is becoming more and more addictive to
technology, and with each technological breakthrough has
a set of applications that utilizes the full aspects of that
technology. One of the applications that is getting a huge
deal of interest is position detection and this application is
particularly important because the environments (indoor
and outdoor) around us are expanding and growing more
complex every day.
The importance of any technology is always based on
the applications derived from that technology, and how
much is the influence of that application on the people’s
well-heeled life style. From this perspective position
detection systems have gained the interest of researchers
and developers, due its wide range of applications in the
our life, where these systems are considered the corner
stone of Location Based Services (LBS)[1], security ,
employee tracking and turn by turn navigation.
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3- The third approach is based on exploiting a pre-exist
communication system (which wasn’t intended for
finding the location) and utilize the information provided
by that system to estimate the position. The researches
tend somehow to this approach because of the already
deployed infrastructure of the system which reduces the
cost, nevertheless, this approach still requires intelligent
algorithms and extensive preprocessing to compensate
for the low accuracy of the measured metrics[3]
The main goal of any localization system can be
formulated as that of finding or estimating the position (in
(2D) or (3D) space) of a point of interest within a
coordinate system constructed using some known
references. In any typical positioning system, the location
of the point of interest is estimated by considering the
displacement between that point and a Reference Point
(RP) belongs to the system used for positioning. To
accomplish this task a direction and/ distance estimations is
required at the point of interest, the process requires taking
measurements at the site and applying these measurements
to algorithms to conclude the position. What makes
positioning systems so helpful and efficient is that they are
based on wireless networks, and with the rapid proliferation
of this type of networks we can expect more enhanced
positioning systems with higher accuracy and better
performance [2].
This study presents a novel procedures to design a
client-based deployment of a Wi-Fi based position
detection system with reasonable accuracy, low
computational cost (processing speed and storage capacity),
low cost, and simplified planning procedures. The system
utilizes the presence of a set of Access Points (APs)
distributed in the study area (neither the number of APs nor
their distribution were intended for position detection
systems). (PS) principle proposed in this study is a clientbased deployment based on the Received Signal Strength
(RSS)-fingerprints technique for position estimation with
adaptation of cluster analysis as a space reduction
technique for the RSS-fingerprint dataset, , In this case the
APs represent the beacons, while the tag is represented by a
Wi-Fi adapter connected to a laptop computer.
The ground stone of the design in this paper is based on
Received signal strength (RSS) scene analysis
(Fingerprints), the reason behind choosing such a
measuring principle is that Radio Propagation Models
(RPM) is unreliable, because it is very difficult to model an
indoor radio propagation with acceptable accuracy (in
terms of positioning systems) due to sever multipath of the
indoor environment which is caused by the environment
layout, reflecting surfaces, and moving objects [11].

Fingerprinting consists of two phases, offline phase and
online phase, the offline phase produce a dataset that
contains coordinates of points in the study area and their
respective RSS, however these datasets are often quite
large and create a burden on the device, so Cluster Analysis
is used as a space reduction tool for the dataset, the
Clustering procedure can significantly reduce the
computational complexity (processing time and storage
capacity) and the margin of errors that associates large
RSS-fingerprint dataset [7], in the online phase the KNN
tool is tested in two ways, the first as a classification and
estimation tool, the second only as a classification tool and
for estimation of the position, the geometric principles of
polygon centroid is used.
The main challenge to the techniques based on location
fingerprinting is that the received signal strength could be
affected by diffraction, reflection, and scattering in the
propagation indoor environments [3].
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
This section represents a brief overview about the
algorithms and procedures that will be attended in this
paper.
A. Received Signal Strength (RSS) Scene Analysis
(Fingerprints)
The RSS scene analysis is one of the most popular
algorithms used in Indoor Positioning Systems (ISP) based
on WiFi signals, the RSS scene analysis algorithm collects
the RF features (fingerprints) of the scene, then the
position of the object is estimated by a matching process
between the online measurements and the closest a priori
location fingerprints. RSS is commonly used with scene
analysis algorithms as a location dependent characteristic
of the signal to infer the position. Scene analysis consists
generally of two stages: offline stage and online stage [3].
During the offline stage, the environment in which the
positioning system will be installed in is surveyed at
specific locations called Reference Points (RP). the
environment survey is basically a procedure of recording
the coordinates of the RP along with the corresponding
characteristics of the signals from nearby APs/base stations
effecting that location, the result of that procedure is called
the Radio Map, which is a dataset that contains the RSS
from the APs/base stations along with the coordinates of
the RP from which these readings were collected, as
indicated in eq (1) and eq (2), the radio map of the RSS
part is denoted by as eq. 1. Demonstrates:
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Up till now, there are three main categories of
localization technologies, RSS scene analysis, radio
Propagation Modeling (RPM), and Time or angle
measurement based localization. the scene analysis based
positioning systems are the most efficient way for WiFi
systems because of the complexity of radio propagation
there is no accurate and general model to fully describe the
behavior of radio waves in indoor environments, and the
precise requirement of synchronization needed for the Time
and Angle measurements makes the system highly
complicated and difficult to design with no better results
than the other measuring metrics [14].
Recommended font sizes are shown in Table 1.
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is considered the actual RSS from APi at RPj ,
M is the number of available APs, and N is the number of
RPs, therefore each row of
RP.
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The radio map can be denoted as(

),

B. Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis is basically an unsupervised pattern
discovery procedure that refers to the grouping of records,
observations, or cases into classes of similar objects [12]. A
cluster is a collection of records that are similar to one
another and dissimilar to records in other clusters.
Clustering differs from classification in that there is no
target variable for clustering. The clustering task does not
try to classify, estimate, or predict the value of a target
variable. Instead, clustering algorithms seek to segment the
entire data set into relatively homogeneous subgroups or
clusters, where the similarity of the records within the
cluster is maximized, and the similarity to records outside
this cluster is minimized [6]. Cluster analysis builds a
typology using the information derived from the dataset.
Clustering is often used as a preliminary analysis tool in
a data mining studies, with the resulting clusters being used
as further inputs into different techniques for complete
analysis. Due to the enormous size of many present-day
databases, it is often helpful to use cluster analysis first, to
reduce the search space for the algorithms. Cluster analysis
encounters many issues that need to be addressed first
before performing the clustering For example, how to
measure similarity, how to standardize or normalize
numerical variables, and how many clusters do we expect
to uncover [13].
Cluster analysis is divided into two basic categories,
hierarchical clustering, and non-hierarchical clustering.
This paper deals with non- hierarchical cluster analysis and
specifically Kmeans cluster analysis. K means is
considered one of the most common tools to perform nonhierarchical cluster analysis.

where the element
represents
the coordinates of the RP
In the online stage, location is estimated by matching the
currently observed RSS from the Test point (TP) with
pre_collectd data to figure out the position. The main
challenge of using RSS scene analysis algorithm for
positioning systems is that the signal strength vulnerable to
the effects of diffraction, reflection, and scattering due to
propagation in the indoor environments. There are several
algorithms used for scene analysis based positioning to
conclude the position in the online stage:


Nearest neighbors techniques and variations
thereof [17].
 Bayesian statistical matching [18].
 Maximum likelihood estimation [19].
 Correlation discriminate kernel selection [20].
 Neural networks [21].
The RSSs can be viewed as sensor data that refer to
indoor locations; however, the characteristics of RSS of
WLANs such as IEEE 802.11 itself have been studied
properly. Although there is an extensive knowledge
available regarding radio frequency (RF) phenomena and
properties of the received signal in indoor environments
(such as the distance-dependent property through path loss
models and the fluctuation of signal because of the
multipath effect), such knowledge is aimed toward
communications capability and receiver design, making it
limited for understanding positioning applications. A
system designer needs to understand the underlying
mechanism of RSS to efficiently model, design and analyze
an indoor positioning system [8].
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C. K-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm (KNN)
K-NN is a location fingerprinting-based positioning
algorithms that uses pattern recognition technique to
identify the position of the user in the online stage of the
RSS scene analysis algorithm, its most often application is
for classification, although it can also be used for
estimation and prediction which makes it useful for
positioning systems. k-Nearest neighbor is an example of
instance-based learning, in which the training data set is
stored, so that when a reading with unknown variables are
recorded, these variables may be found simply by
comparing it to the most similar records in the training set,
the similarity is measured by calculating the distance
between the TP and each reading in the dataset, the formula
of the distance is given by:

(∑

However this paper proposes another method to
determine the unknown variable, this method is based on
simple geometry which uses the principle of Centroid of
Polygon, as will be explained in the next paragraph.
D. Figures and Tables
Figures and tables must be centered in the column.
Large figures and tables may span across both columns.
Any table or figure that takes up more than 1 column width
must be positioned either at the top or at the bottom of the
page.
E. Figure Captions
The centroid (Center of gravity) is the geometric centre
of area of a body, shape or section [9], centroid can be
thought of as a single point at which the weight could be
held and be in balance in all directions [10].

‖ )

‖

x0,y0

(3)
Where
is the RSS from APj recorded at the TP,
is the Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance when
p=1 and 2, respectively. Then the K RP with the smallest
values of D are selected to calculate the position of the TP.
KNN algorithms use one of two methods to estimate the
unknown parameter; the first method is the locally
weighted averaging [6].

xc,yc

x3,y3

∑

Where Wi is the weight of the ith reference point, Pi is
the position of the ith reference point, is the number of
nearest neighbors set by K, ̂ is the estimated position, this
method considers the distance between the TP and the K
selected RPs and assigns higher weights to the RPs closer
to the TP and lower weights to the RPs farther to the TP,
this will give a higher impact for the closer RPs on the final
result than the farther RPs.
Another method is based on simply calculating the
average of the variables to conclude the unknown variable
without considering how far the points are from the target
variable, this method is less sophisticated than the locally
weighted average method, but it is less accurate too.

̂

x2,y2
Fig. 1. Location of the Centroid

∑
∑

̂

x1,y1

∑

∑
Where A is the area oh the polygon,
is the X
coordinate of the centroid,
is the Y coordinate of the
centroid
This paper suggests a procedure to use the idea of
centroid of polygon with the K-NN tool to estimate the
position, the procedure states that the coordinate output of
the K-NN tool can form a polygon and the position of
interest is at the centroid of that polygon.

∑
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Two software were used to collect the data, the first is
―NetSurveyor‖ which is program for recording the
parameters of the real time signal of the Wi-Fi network
(such as RSS, BSSID, channel...etc), this program has the
ability to export the recoded data to an xml sheet which
facilitates the processing step, the second program was a
virtual GPS program that provided the coordinates of the
RP. As shown in Fig. 2, (the part of the study area that
wasn’t covered by the scan was left for future
developments on the system).

III. RESEARCH MYTHOLOGY
This section explains the steps that led to building the
system, starts by describing the testbed of the research, and
then the data collection process is described along with the
devices used for data collection.
A. The Research Testbed
The test bed of the research was chosen in the first floor
of the building of communication engineering within the
campus of the university of Mosul, the dimensions of the
building are (45 * 27) m as shown in Fig. 2, 4 Access
Points (AP) were placed in the floor to form the signal
sources that will be used as signal sources for the
positioning system, as shown in Fig. 2, AP4 is directly
above AP3. In order to obtain higher resolution for RSS,
the transmitted power of AP4 was reduced from high to
medium (naturally this will cause scalability issue).

Fig. 3. Comparing mean RSS of different vendors. [15]

Fig. 2. Structure of the Testbed

B. Data Collection
To collect the data an (hp) laptop computer running
Microsoft Windows 7 with (D-Link) external dual band
Network Interface Card (NIC) connected with it. The
reason of choosing the D-Link NIC is that this NIC has
relatively stable RSS variations of long periods of time [15]
as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, and since collecting the RSS
fingerprint database was performed over several days then
D-Link NIC was the reasonable choice over other NICs.
Although the D-link NIC that is used to build this system
is different from the D-link NIC used by [15], however [15]
also proved that NICs from the same vendor can give the
same RSS fingerprints for the same environment, which
means that the NIC used for this system has the same
relative stability in RSS variations to the NIC tested by
[15].

Fig. 4. Comparing standard deviation of different vendors. [15]

IV. BUILDING THE POSITIONING SYSTEM
This section discusses the procedures that led to the
building of the system and then the actual steps of building
the system, the first part of this section describes the data
preparation, and the second part demonstrates the
procedure of building the system.
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A. Data Preparation
The data required for building the system are the
coordinates of the test location and its corresponding RSS
in dBm (recorded from four different APs), a Dataset was
created and contained the RSSs and the coordinates (each
row contained 4 RSSs readings from the 4 different APs
and X-Y coordinates), the data was collected in uniform
fashion where a 12 readings (12 row) was collected from
each physical location, the readings came from four groups
of 3 readings each, where each group was recorded in a
different direction (North, East, South, West) of the
physical location to include all the variations in the RSS
that occur during the propagation of the signal, and then
added to them another row which contained the average of
the 12 reading and the same coordinates. The (Microsoft
Office Excel) program was used to contain the data set in
XLSX format which facilitates extracting the data for
further processing.
A 3-D interpolation based on a Delaunay triangulationi
was used on the scattered data set to define the signal
strength for the areas between the RP. As shown in figures
(5, 6, 7, and 8) respectively, where each figure represent
the RSS distribution pattern of each AP in the testbed.

Fig. 6. RSS Distribution of AP2

Fig. 7. RSS Distribution of AP3

Fig. 5. RSS Distribution of AP1

Fig. 8. RSS Distribution of AP4
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B. Constructing the System
The complete construction of the system must go throw
two phases, the Initial Phase and the Deterministic Phase.
The initial phase deals with is mainly reserved for the
clustering process (specifically K-means clustering), where
the entire dataset is subjected to the K-means function, the
K-means function perform an iteration procedure after the
random initial seeds are chosen to conclude the most
appropriate centroids, in this study the number of iterations
is set to 300 to ensure that the K-mean function reaches the
correct centroids, furthermore, the whole clustering
procedure is repeated several times because after all the
initial seeds are chosen randomly (which will result
eventually different centroids almost every time the
clustering is repeated) and the right configuration of
centroids is chosen for the next phase. The proposed
system was tested with three different numbers of clusters,
10, 50, and 90. While the deterministic phase deals with
calculating the position based on the readings from the Test
Point(TP) through the K-NN tool, K was tested over 4
values (2,3,4 and 5), and the position have been calculated
in three different methods:
1) The first one consists of simply averaging the output
of KNN to conclude the position through eq (5).
2) The second one used the estimation principle of
WKNN through eq (4).
3) The third one is more elaborate which used the
principles of geometry (specifically, the centroid of
polygon) to calculate the position through eqs (7 & 8).

A. The K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Procedure
The procedure of using the KNN tool for estimating the
unknown variables is quite uncomplicated, it simply states
that in order to find the missing variable from the K nearest
neighbors, the system only needs to calculate the average
of the neighbors of the reading of that variable, as shown in
eq (5).

Fig. 9. CDF of KNN Estimation Procedure

V. BUILDING THE POSITIONING SYSTEM
This section discuses the proposed algorithm and
provides the performance analysis for each procedure to
estimate the position based on the collected data. Four
different values of K will be evaluated (2, 3, 4, 5) for each
procedure, and since the clustering process was repeated
several times only the best results for each value of K with
number of clusters= 90 cluster will be presented, along
with a comparison between the performance of the system
when the number of clusters is 10, 50, and 90. The results
of each procedure will be displayed in terms of Cumulative
Distributions Function (CDF), Probability Density
Function (PDF) and the Scalability measure.

Fig. 10. PDF of KNN Estimation Procedure
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As the results indicate, the best performance came from
K=3 in terms of the Cumulative Distribution Functions
(CDF) and Probability Distribution Function (PDF), as
shown in Fig. 11, and Fig. 12, respectively. Fig. 17
demonstrates the Scalability effect over the system, as
shown in the Fig. 17, the systems performance has a
reasonable immunity regarding the distance between the TP
and the Access Point (AP), however, in extreme cases
where the RSS reaches the its minimum levels, we can see
that the performance of the system suffers from relatively
high error measurements.
B. The Weighted K-Nearest Neighbor (WKNN) Procedure
This procedure is similar in principle to the concept of
conventional KNN estimation procedure, where WKNN
also performs averaging calculations to estimate the
unknown variable, however the WKNN procedure has one
major difference from the KNN, the WKNN takes into
account the distance between the reading and the
neighbors, where every neighbor is assigned a weight to it
which corresponds to its distance from the reading, and the
further the neighbor the smaller the weight assigned to it,
which means that neighbor will have an effect proportional
to its weight (distance from the TP) on the calculations of
the unknown variable as eq (4) describes.

C. The Centroid of Polygon (COP)
The Centroid of Polygon procedure is rather different
from the typical KNN estimation procedure, despite the
fact that it uses the KNN tool, but only as a classification
tool, and for the estimation, this procedure suggests to use a
principle steamed from pure geometry to calculate the
position as stated in equations (7 and 8), this principle is
the Centroid of Polygon, COP is mainly used with
positioning algorithms based on proximity [2]. COP was
tested with KNN over 3 values of K only (3, 4, and 5), the
situation of K= 2 was excluded because the coordinate
output of the KNN tool will form a straight line and the
centroid will be always in the middle of that line which
means simple averaging of that coordinates will produce
the centroid, and this is what the regular KNN procedure is
doing already.
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TABLE I
COMPARING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE THREE PROCEDURES

Accuracy
Precision
(CDF/PDF)
Scalability
Complexity

KNN
2.5 m

WKNN
2.2 m

COP
2.5 m

85% / 0.34

89% / 0.39

85% / 0.34

Good

Very Good

Good

Low

Moderate

High

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The obtained results showed several indications, the
most important ones were:
 The best results was achieved using the WKNN
estimation procedure with K=3, and the number of
clusters was set to 90 clusters, the precision of the
system performance reached 89% for 4m error
distance based on the CDF plot, and 0.39 PDF for
0.9m error distance.
 Among all the values of K that was tested for the
KNN tool, K= 3 achieved the optimum performance
for the system in terms of the CDF and PDF.
 The COP estimation procedure provided reasonable
performance accuracy due to the semi random
distribution of the clusters centroids, however, it is
believed that this procedure can perform better and
obtain more reliable results with more uniform
distribution of the Reference Points (RP).
 Using cluster analysis played an important role in
reducing the impact of computational complexity
which reduced the costs of CPU processing and the
memory size required to store the database,
 The precision level of clustering is governed by the
number of clusters assigned in the design phase,
where increasing the number of clusters has indeed
increased the level of precision, nevertheless
increasing the number of clusters beyond a certain
threshold (the threshold is determined by the size of
the dataset) could lead to backward results and
decrease the system performance, the reason of this
situation is that some elements of the dataset don’t
end up in the right clusters.

D. Comparison between the Three Procedures
In order to provide more obvious vision of the
performance of each procedure a comparison between these
procedure is in order, five different performance metrics of
differentiation were chosen, Accuracy which was
calculated as the mean distance error, Precision which was
measured in terms of CDF and PDF (the CDF Term was
measured at 4m while the PDF term was measured at
0.9m), scalability measure, and complexity.
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